HIGH DEMAND AUSSIE RED SIRES MARKETED BY GENETICS AUSTRALIA IN 2010
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ARBBOBDOWN
ARBBONJOVI
ARBMAWSON
ARBLAWRENCE
ARBPIRATE
ARBRALPH

COMMENTS:
ARBBOBDOWN – Held his place as the highest ABV rated Red Bull in Australia and the highest
demand red sire marketed by Genetics Australia. He has an outstanding all-round proof improving
production, components and type.
ARBBONJOVI is the most popular new graduate from Genetics Australia’s Aussie Red Progeny Test
Team 2006. He is a bull with many strengths improving production, components and type.
Australians Farmers clearly recognised his strengths and included him in their proven teams in 2010.
ARBMAWSON is the Team Leader for milk production. He also scores high points for type, cell
counts and total production of protein and fat.
Genetics Australia’s Progeny Test Program identified two sons of Orraryd with top proofs –
ARBBONJOVI and ARBMAWSON. Whilst both bulls have top proofs, they have different strengths.
ARBBONJOVI is a very good choice to mate to high milk flow but low components cows. Whereas
ARBMAWSON is a very good choice to mate to high component but low milk flow cows.
ARBLAWRENCE – The Classical all-rounder, still has a very good proof now based on 919 daughters
in 196 Australian Herds. Currently he is still Genetics Australia’s highest demand Red Sire as
assessed on the basis of lifetime semen sales. On this occasion a significant shipment of his semen
to Thailand helped him to jump from No.6 to No.4.
ARBPIRATE is another highly rated new graduate proven in Team 2006. He is another good allrounder and is a very suitable choice to mate to cows with short teats. His semen was also exported
to Thailand.
ARBRALPH remains the Team Leader for type. He also has good ratings for all workability traits and
survival.
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